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ABSTRACT

Credible tropical cyclone (TC) intensity prediction by coupled models requires accurate forecasts of enthalpy

flux from ocean to atmosphere, which in turn requires accurate forecasts of sea surface temperature cooling

beneath storms. Initial oceanfieldsmust accurately represent oceanmesoscale features and the associated thermal

and density structure. Observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs) are performed to quantitatively assess

the impact of assimilating profiles collected from multiple underwater gliders deployed over the western North

Atlantic Ocean TC region, emphasizing advantages gained by profiling frommoving versus stationary platforms.

Assimilating ocean profiles collected repeatedly at fixed locations produces large root-mean-square error re-

duction only within ;50 km of each profiler for two primary reasons. First, corrections performed during indi-

vidual update cycles tend to introduce unphysical eddy structure resulting from smoothing properties of the

background error covariance matrix and the tapering of innovations by a localization radius function. Second,

advection produces rapid nonlinear error growth at larger distances from profiler locations. The ability of each

individual moving glider to cross gradients and map mesoscale structure in its vicinity substantially reduces this

nonlinear error growth. Glider arrays can be deployed with horizontal separation distances that are 50%–100%

larger than those of fixed-location profilers to achieve similar mesoscale error reduction. By contrast, substantial

larger-scale bias reduction in upper-ocean heat content can be achieved by deploying profiler arrays with sepa-

ration distances up to several hundred kilometers, with moving gliders providing only modest additional im-

provement. Expected sensitivity of results to study region and data assimilation method is discussed.

1. Introduction

Short-term ocean prediction using numerical general

circulation models is important for a variety of appli-

cations that include transport and dispersion of marine

debris and oil, search and rescue, and coupled tropical

cyclone (TC) prediction. For TC prediction, the ocean

model must accurately forecast sea surface temperature

(SST) beneath storms to correctly predict enthalpy flux

from ocean to atmosphere, and hence intensity evolu-

tion. Accurate ocean model initialization is necessary to

avoid large errors in predicted SST (Halliwell et al. 2008,

2011). The next generation of coupled prediction sys-

tems to be run at the NOAA/NCEP Environmental

Modeling Center (EMC), such as the HurricaneWeather

Research and Forecasting Model (HWRF) and the

Hurricane Multiscale, Ocean-Coupled, Nonhydrostatic

(HMON) model, will use a data-assimilative ocean analysis

product for initialization, specifically the Real-Time Ocean
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Forecast System (RTOFS; http://www.polar.ncep.noaa.gov/

global/). Ocean observing systems will therefore play an

important future role in providing accurate initial ocean

fields for TC prediction.

The assimilation of existing global observing systems

designed primarily for long-term ocean monitoring into

data-assimilative ocean general circulation models al-

ready provides substantial error reduction in ocean

analysis products that will benefit TC prediction and

other applications (e.g., Goni et al. 2009; Oke et al. 2015;

Turpin et al. 2016). Key existing observing systems in-

clude satellite altimetry, satellite and in situ SST, Argo

profiling floats, expendable bathythermographs (XBTs)

deployed from research and cargo ships, and moorings.

Because significant errors and biases still remain in

analysis products that assimilate these observations, at-

tention is given to supplementing the existing global

observing system with enhanced regional ocean obser-

vations to further reduce initialization errors.

For TC intensity prediction, initial ocean fields must

not have significant upper-ocean warm or cold biases.

Furthermore, these initial fields must accurately resolve

the three-dimensional structure of ocean mesoscale

eddies and boundary currents because the background

vorticity associated with these features affects the mag-

nitude and pattern of SST cooling forced by storms (e.g.,

Shay et al. 2000; Jacob and Shay 2003; Wu et al. 2007;

Jaimes and Shay 2009; Ma et al. 2013; Jaimes et al. 2011,

2015, 2016). It is also important to correctly initialize dif-

ferences in the temperature, salinity, and density stratifica-

tion associatedwith theseocean features.Currently, satellite

altimetry is the only component of the global observing

system designed to resolve the horizontal structure of me-

soscale ocean features (e.g., Verrier et al. 2017). However,

the large cross-track separation distance for individual al-

timeters limits their ability to correct mesoscale structure

over the smaller horizontal scales resolved by contemporary

ocean forecast models. Satellite and in situ SST observing

platforms are important in this regard, but provide limited

temperature correction beneath the mixed layer. This is

especially true during hurricane season when horizontal

SST structure is substantially decoupled from theunderlying

mesoscale eddy structure (e.g., Scharroo et al. 2005). Argo

floats correct temperature and salinity distributions over the

upper 2000m over large horizontal scales, but when used

alone, space–time sampling is inadequate to resolve the

ocean mesoscale. XBT and mooring measurements alone

are also not designed to correctly resolve mesoscale vari-

ability for short-termocean forecast applications such as TC

intensity forecasts. Supplemental subsurface ocean obser-

vations hold the promise of filling these observational gaps.

One approach under consideration to improve the

three-dimensional representation of temperature and

salinity in hurricane-prone ocean regions is to deploy

arrays of underwater gliders during TC season over pre-

defined ocean region where storms are known to intensify.

Prototype deployments of underwater gliders during hurri-

cane season have been conducted near Puerto Rico since

2014, originally with one glider deployed north of, and an-

other deployed south of, the island (Domingues et al. 2015).

The glider located north of Puerto Rico during Hurricane

Gonzalo (2014) demonstrated the capability of monitoring

prestorm ocean conditions and the ocean response forced

by this storm (Dong et al. 2017). To justify the deployment

of underwater glider arrays, it is important to demonstrate

significant positive impact on reducing ocean analysis and

forecast errors, and also to evaluate different deployment

strategies with the goal of designing a viable operational

glider network. Particular attention is paid to the ad-

ditional positive impact achieved by assimilating pro-

files collected by moving gliders versus profiles from

stationary platforms.

Idealized observing system simulation experiments

(OSSEs) are performed during the 2014 Atlantic hur-

ricane season over the western North Atlantic Ocean

and analyzed to quantitatively assess the positive impact

of deploying an array of piloted gliders in comparison to

deploying stationary platforms. The dependence of pos-

itive impacts on platform type and horizontal spacing is

quantified based on root-mean-square error (RMSE)

and bias reduction. The extent to which moving gliders

can be deployed at coarser resolution than stationary

platforms to achieve the same levels of RMSE and bias

reduction is documented. Factors responsible for the

superior performance of moving platforms are ex-

plored. Results presented herein are strictly valid only

for the specific region studied and only for the specific

OSSE system used, which includes the ocean model

and data assimilation (DA) method. The present study

must be considered an initial documentation of the

additional positive impact achieved by assimilating

profiles from moving gliders compared to stationary

platforms.

A brief description of the OSSE system that includes

recent changes is presented in section 2. Analysis methods

and experimental design are discussed in section 3. A

reevaluation of the OSSE system to assess the impact of

recent system configuration changes is presented in

section 4. The ability of a network of moving gliders to

more effectively correct ocean mesoscale variability

compared to an array of stationary platforms, along

with an analysis of responsible factors, is presented in

section 5. The impacts of both moving and stationary

platforms are quantitatively assessed and compared in

section 6 with respect to improving the representation of

the ocean mesoscale and correcting large-scale model bias
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in upper-ocean temperature. Conclusions are presented in

section 7.

2. Ocean OSSE system

a. OSSE method

OSSE systems provide the means to quantitatively

assess impacts on analyses and forecasts of new ob-

serving systems and impacts of different deployment

strategies for existing systems (e.g., Atlas 1997; Atlas

and Riishojgaard 2008; Hoffman and Atlas 2015). An

OSSE system consists of 1) a ‘‘Nature Run’’ (NR), that

is, a data-validated, free-running model that represents

the ‘‘truth’’ with respect to the processes being forecast;

2) a data-assimilative ocean forecast system that couples a

different ocean model [the ‘‘Forecast Model’’ (FM)] to

an ocean DA system; and 3) software to simulate ocean

observations from the NR containing realistic errors for

assimilation into the forecast system.

OSSEs are an extension of observing-system experi-

ments (OSEs). OSEs involve twin data denial numerical

experiments to quantitatively assess the impact of exist-

ing observing systems. Impacts must be assessed versus

observations withheld from assimilation or analysis prod-

ucts derived from observations. OSSEs follow the same

procedures as OSEs but assimilate synthetic observations

simulated from the NR. Impacts can then be assessed

by comparing the FM experimental analyses to the high-

resolution three-dimensional representation of the truth

provided by the NR. Therefore, OSSE systems cannot

only assess new observing systems and strategies, but also

assess the impacts of existing observing systems more

thoroughly than is possiblewithOSEs.OSSEs also have an

advantage over linearized procedures to assess impact,

such as adjoint methods, because the influence of

nonlinear processes on observing-system impact can

be documented. It is demonstrated herein that nonlinear

advection of thermodynamical fields exerts a large in-

fluence on observing-system impacts.

The present ocean OSSE system employs the fraternal

twin approach, with two substantially different configura-

tions of the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM;

Bleck 2002; Chassignet et al. 2003, 2007; Halliwell 2004)

used for the NR and FM. The OSSE system design and

evaluation procedures follow strict guidelines developed

originally for atmospheric OSSE systems to ensure that

credible impact assessments are obtained (Atlas 1997;

Hoffman and Atlas 2015). To ensure that realistic errors

exist between the FM and NR, they are run with altered

numerical schemes, subgrid-scale parameterizations, and

different horizontal and vertical resolution (Table 1).

These configurations are designed so that the NR is more

realistic than the FM, a key requirement of a credible

OSSE system (Atlas 1997; Hoffman and Atlas 2015).

Consistent with this choice, parameters are set tomake the

FM more diffusive than the NR, and thus more repre-

sentative of older-generation oceanmodels. The FM is run

at lower resolution than the NR, 0.088Mercator mesh and

26 vertical layers versus 0.048 Mercator mesh and 35 ver-

tical layers. The choice of Mercator mesh results in grid

resolution that increases with latitude in a manner consis-

tent with the meridional decrease in Rossby radius of

deformation associated with planetary vorticity.

The oceanOSSE system used in this work was initially

set up and evaluated in the Gulf of Mexico (Halliwell

et al. 2014). Halliwell et al. (2015) evaluated the impact

of different airborne ocean profile survey strategies on

analyses and forecasts in the Gulf of Mexico during the

Deepwater Horizon oil spill, extending results from the

OSE analysis of the real airborne surveys presented in a

previous work (Shay et al. 2011). The OSSE system has

since been expanded into a larger Atlantic Ocean do-

main (from 58S to 458N, extending east to 208W). The

rigorous validation of the NR for this expanded system is

presented in Kourafalou et al. (2016) and Androulidakis

et al. (2016). Halliwell et al. (2017a) documented the

credibility of the full North Atlantic OSSE system by per-

forming OSE–OSSE comparison experiments. Halliwell

et al. (2017a) then use the system to quantitatively assess

the impact of synthetic ocean profiles collected by Argo

floats and of the deployment of underwater gliders. Using

the NorthAtlantic system, Halliwell et al. (2017b) evaluate

the impact of different airborne ocean profile survey

strategies on ocean analyses prior to Hurricane Isaac

(2012) in theGulf ofMexico, and also prior toHurricanes

Edouard (2014) and Gonzalo (2014) in the open Atlantic

Ocean. The overarching conclusion from these OSSE

studies was that for an individual surve multiple ocean

profilers must be deployed at sufficiently high horizontal

resolution [O(18) or less] to significantly reduce errors in

mesoscale structure over the correction already realized

by assimilating satellite altimetry. Furthermore, deploy-

ments should cover as much area as possible because

correction ofmesoscale structure is tightly confined to the

region sampled.

Two significant changes have been made to the OSSE

system for the present analysis. First, data from the

Prediction and Research Moored Array in the Tropical

Atlantic (PIRATA) ocean moorings are now being as-

similated. Because these moorings are located in the far

eastern part of the North Atlantic OSSE domain and far

removed from the region analyzed herein, they are not

considered further. Second, the vertical mixing algorithm

used by the FM was changed. In previous OSSE work,

both the NR and FMused theK-profile parameterization
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(KPP; Large et al. 1994) with different parameter choices

(Halliwell et al. 2017a). In the present study, TheMellor–

Yamada level-2.5 mixing model (MY; Mellor and

Yamada 1982) replaces the KPP model. This change

was motivated by the desire to further improve another

key requirement of OSSE systems, specifically that

errors between the FM and NR must be similar in mag-

nitude to errors between the NR and the true ocean

(Atlas 1997; Hoffman and Atlas 2015). In the previous

system configuration, errors between the FM and NR

were somewhat smaller than required, although not by

a sufficiently large margin to invalidate OSSE results

(Halliwell et al. 2017a). The present change of mixing

modelwas intended to increase errors between themodels.

Because of these configuration changes, the OSSE system

is reevaluated herein using OSE–OSSE comparisons

(section 4) prior to presenting impact assessments.

b. DA method

The data assimilation system uses the statistical opti-

mum interpolation approach, and is designed specifically

to assimilate state variables (temperature T, salinity

S, and layer thickness) into the Lagrangian vertical co-

ordinate structure of HYCOM (Halliwell et al. 2014).

Along-track SSH anomalies from satellite altimetry are

assimilated by correcting vertical profiles of layer thick-

ness so that water mass properties are preserved following

Cooper and Haines (1996). All temperature–salinity

profiles are assimilated after first remapping them from

z coordinates into the model hybrid vertical coordinate

discretization. For profiles that measure temperature

alone, corresponding salinity profiles based on climato-

logical T–S correlations are generated prior to the vertical

remapping. SST is assimilated only within the upper two

model layers, which always remain within the mixed layer.

The background error covariance for the DA system

is obtained from a decade-long unconstrained simula-

tion by the FM. Covariances are calculated separately

for each month as described in Halliwell et al. (2014) to

primarily resolve mesoscale structure, and not the larger

horizontal scales of the seasonal cycle present in upper-

ocean fields. Increments for each individual observation

are tapered by the Gaussian-like Gaspari and Cohn

(1999) localization function that equals one at the ob-

servation location, and then decreases to zero at a pre-

specified radial distance from the observation. This

radius is chosen to be 200km in the present analysis, and

the suitability of this choice is justified later. All data-

assimilative experiments are performed as described in

Halliwell et al. (2014, 2017a) using a daily update cycle.

Special considerations with respect to assimilating pro-

files from moving gliders are described later.

3. Procedures

a. Analysis approach

Six model fields highly relevant to the TC prediction

problem are analyzed. The structure of the pressure

field associated with surface quasigeostrophic currents is

TABLE 1. Configuration differences between the NR and FM of the fraternal twin OSSE system.

Model attribute Nature Run model (HYCOM) OSSE system Forecast Model (HYCOM)

Horizontal resolution 0.048 Mercator (1951 3 1387) 0.088 Mercator (976 3 694)

Vertical discretization Hybrid; 35 layers (2000-m reference

pressure)

Hybrid; 26 layers (0-m reference pressure)

Time steps (baroclinic/barotropic) 180/6 s 240/4 s

Bathymetry New, 0.048 product from the Naval

Research Laboratory

0.088 bathymetry from HYCOM Atlantic

climatological run

Atmospheric forcing U.S. Navy NOGAPS model (every 3 h) Navy NOGAPS model (every 6 h)

Initial and boundary conditions Global HYCOM (interpolated to higher-

resolution NR mesh)

HYCOM Atlantic climatological

simulation

Thermobaric pressure gradient correction Yes No

Vertical mixing algorithm K-profile parameterization Mellor–Yamada level 2.5

Min mixed layer thickness 10m 12m

Quadratic bottom friction coef 0.0023 0.0032

Diffusion velocity for Laplacian viscosity 0.002 86 0.0044

Diffusion velocity for biharmonic viscosity 0.02 0.03

Diffusion velocity for biharmonic thickness

diffusion

0.01 0.017

Diffusion velocity for Laplacian scalar

diffusion

0.0050 0.0087

Hybrid grid generator vertical remapping

algorithm

Weighted essentially nonoscillatory

(WENO)-like

Piecewise linear mapping

Hybrid grid generator inverse relaxation coef One baroclinic time step Four baroclinic time steps
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represented by dynamic height at the surface relative to

1000m D1000. The structure of this field within the anal-

ysis domain is dominated bymesoscale eddies. Mesoscale

structure is also represented by the 208C isotherm depth

H20, which is closely associated with main thermocline

depth. To assess impacts on upper-ocean thermal struc-

ture, one surface field (SST) and two subsurface fields

(temperature at 100mT100 and temperature averaged

between the surface and 100m T0–100) are analyzed.

While SST tends to be decoupled from the subsurface

structure of mesoscale features in the tropical ocean

during hurricane season, both T100 and T0–100 substan-

tially reflect thermal structure beneath the surface mixed

layer associated with mesoscale features. Price (2009)

recommended T0–100 as a proxy of expected SST cooling

by TC forcing under the assumption of maximum vertical

mixing, and therefore as an indicator of intensification

potential. Sea surface salinity (SSS) is also analyzed.

Impacts are assessed based on reduction in both

RMSE and bias magnitude. Error fields gridded on the

model mesh are defined as the difference fields between

the experiment under consideration and the truth rep-

resented by the NR. Because RMSE is calculated after

removingmean values from the fields within the analysis

domain, it predominantly represents the fidelity with

which mesoscale variability is represented in the analyses.

To further analyze the impact of observations on cor-

recting mesoscale structure, power spectrum analysis is

performed in zonal and meridional wavenumber space.

b. Experiments for OSSE system evaluation

A set of identical OSE–OSSE twin experiments was

performed over the full North Atlantic domain for the

evaluation (Table 2), with the unconstrained FM ex-

periment serving as reference. The remaining experiments

(CONTROL, 2ALT, 1ALT, NOALT, and NOSST) were

run in both of the OSE (real observations) and OSSE

(synthetic observations) frameworks with Argo profiles,

actual ones for OSE and synthetic ones for OSSE,

withheld for evaluation. All synthetic data for the OSSEs

are simulated from the NR at the same locations, depths,

and times as the real data. Table 3 lists all synthetic ob-

servations simulated from the NR that are assimilated

and summarizes the realistic errors added to them.

Experiment CONTROL assimilated the components of

the global observing system listed in Table 2. For altim-

etry, CONTROL assimilated three continuous altimeter

records from 2014 through 2017: CryoSat-2, Jason-2 plus

Jason-3, and the Ka-band altimeter from Satellite with

Argos and AltiKa (SARAL). For the OSE and OSSE

data denial experiments, 2ALT denied SARAL, 1ALT

denied Jason-2 plus Jason-3 and SARAL, NOALT

denied all altimeters, and NOSST denied all SST

(Table 2). These experiments were all run from 1 January

2014 through 31 October 2017.

c. Idealized experiments for impact assessment

Although all experiments are conducted over the full

North Atlantic OSSE domain (from 58S to 458N, ex-

tending east to 208W), instrument deployments and

analyses for the idealized experiments are conducted

within a smaller 158 by 158 box in the western Atlantic

Ocean TC region situated south of the Gulf Stream and

north of the Caribbean islands (Fig. 1). This box spans

the interior region of the Subtropical Gyre, and is suf-

ficiently large to permit rigorous statistical analysis of

observing-system impacts over a region where meso-

scale eddy statistics are quasi-homogeneous. Within the

analysis box, stationary platforms are deployed on six

sets of grid points with horizontal separation distances of

0.58, 1.08, 2.08, 3.58, 4.78, and 7.08 in both latitude and

longitude. The 2.08 grid is shown in Fig. 1 while the

others grids share the same four corner points. Gliders are

released at the same locations as the stationary platforms

and move along ladder-shaped tracks in a reverse figure-8

sense as shown in Fig. 1. The area sampled by each glider

TABLE 2. Experiments performed for the OSSE system evaluation. Argo profiles were withheld from all experiments for evaluation.

Here, GOFS is the Global Ocean Forecasting System.

Expt Observing systems assimilated Run interval Initialization

FM None (unconstrained) From 1 Oct 2008 through 2017 GOFS global

HYCOM analysis

CONTROL Three altimeters (CryoSat-2, Jason-2 plus Jason-3, and

SARAL); SST; XBT; PIRATA moorings

From 1 Jan 2014 through 2017 FM

2ALT Two altimeters (CryoSat-2 and Jason-2 plus Jason-3);

SST; XBT; PIRATA moorings

From 1 Jan 2014 through 2017 FM

1ALT One altimeter (CryoSat-2); SST; XBT; PIRATA

moorings

From 1 Jan 2014 through 2017 FM

NOALT SST; XBT; PIRATA moorings From 1 Jan 2014 through 2017 FM

NOSST Three altimeters (CryoSat-2, Jason-2 plus Jason-3, and

SARAL); XBT; PIRATA moorings

From 1 Jan 2014 through 2017 FM
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is approximately centered around the release point.

Gliders are not released at a separation distance of 0.58
because that separation would, in principle, require an

unrealistic number of gliders to cover a sufficiently large

ocean area to significantly impact TC intensity predic-

tion. The 0.58 separation is retained for stationary plat-

forms because itmatches separation distances of airborne

profiler surveys that were quantitatively assessed in

earlier OSSE studies (Halliwell et al. 2015, 2017b),

permitting comparison with the earlier results.

All idealized experiments are listed in Table 4. The same

unconstrained FM experiment used in the OSSE system

evaluation (Table 2) again serves as a reference for these

idealized experiments. Experiment CONTROL is run

from 1 January through 31 October 2014 and assimilates

synthetic observations from major components of the ex-

isting ocean observing system, specifically satellite altime-

try, satellite and in situ SST, Argo floats, XBT profiles, and

PIRATA moorings. The remaining experiments are run

from 1May through 31 October 2014 and are initialized by

the FM (OSE) and CONTROL (OSSE). They assimilate

either single daily synthetic profiles from stationary plat-

forms or multiple daily synthetic profiles from moving

underwater gliders. Four sets of experiments are then

run assimilating gliders only (experiments G1.0–G7.0);

fixed-location profilers only (experiments F0.5–F7.0);

gliders added toCONTROL (experiments CG1.0–CG7.0);

and stationary profilers added to CONTROL (CF0.5–

CF7.0) (Table 4).
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FIG. 1. Analysis domain box for the idealized experiments shown

within a subset of the full North Atlantic model domain. Stationary

profilers and gliderswere released at longitude–latitude grid pointswith

separation distances of 0.58, 1.08, 2.08 (shown), 3.58, 4.78, and 7.08, all
sharing common corner points. All gliders released at these points ex-

ecuted a reverse figure-eight pattern over a track spanning 28 longitude
and latitude, as shownon the inset at right, while traveling at 0.25m s21.

Gliders were not released at 0.58 resolution; the gliders released with

18 separation followed a track spanning 18 longitude and latitude.
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Motion and sampling characteristics of the synthetic

gliders are designed to mimic the properties of actual

gliders (Domingues et al. 2015). In our numerical exper-

iments, gliders sample 12 temperature–salinity profiles

per day (the maximum number that can be realistically

achieved) over the upper 1000mwith a vertical resolution

of 4m. Each glider navigates along its path at a speed

of 0.25m s21, spanning 2–3 model grid points per day.

To reduce the number of profiles assimilated, all daily

profiles within a single model grid box are averaged

together, resulting in 2–3 daily profiles. Daily profiles

of temperature and salinity over the upper 1000m

from stationary platforms are sampled at the same

vertical resolution of 4m. The same errors are added

to the synthetic profiles from both platforms (Table 3),

which ensures that impact differences will result only

from glider motion and the multiple daily profiles that

are collected by this platform.

4. OSSE system evaluation

RMSE and bias in the six analyzed model fields were

calculated over the time interval 15 July–15 October for

the years 2014–17, spanning the peak of these four

hurricane seasons in the region of study. Field values

were calculated from all Argo profiles, real for OSE and

synthetic for OSSE, that were located in the subset of

the North Atlantic domain spanning from 7.58 to 40.58N
and extending east to 408W during the time windows

above. The same field values were calculated from the

model experiments at Argo float locations to be directly

compared to values calculated from real Argo (OSE)

and synthetic Argo (OSSE) profiles. RMSE was then

calculated separately for OSE and OSSE experiments

over all real (OSE) and synthetic (OSSE) Argo profiles.

RMSE from the six evaluation experiments (Table 2)

for the six model fields are presented for both the OSE

and OSSE experiments (Fig. 2). The large RMSE values

for FM serve as the benchmark to measure impacts of

assimilation. OSSE RMSE values from the FM are

similar in magnitude, but slightly smaller than, the cor-

responding OSE values for all fields except SSS, where

the FM substantially underestimates SSS variability.

This result confirms that, except for SSS, errors in the

FMwith respect to the NR are similar to errors between

the FM and the true ocean, verifying a key requirement

of credible OSSE systems. This similarity in error mag-

nitudes is a modest improvement over the previous

configuration of the OSSE system (Halliwell et al.

2017a) produced by the FM configuration change.

Overall, RMSE reduction is qualitatively similar be-

tween the OSEs and OSSEs. For H20, the OSE results

TABLE 4. Idealized experiments performed for the impact assessments.

Expt Observing systems assimilated Run interval Initialization

FM None (unconstrained) From 1 Oct 2008 through 2017 GOFS global

HYCOM analysis

CONTROL Four altimeters (CryoSat-2, Jason-2, Haiyang-2A, and

SARAL); SST; Argo; XBT; PIRATA moorings

1 Jan 2014–31 Oct 2014 FM

G1.0 Underwater gliders only; multiple horizontal separation

distances from 1.08 to 7.08; expt G2.0D follows G2.0

but assimilates only one profile per day

1 May 2014–31 Oct 2014 FM

G2.0

G2.0D

G3.5

G4.7

G7.0

F0.5 Stationary profilers only; multiple horizontal separation

distances from 0.58 to 7.08
1 May 2014–31 Oct 2014 FM

F1.0

F2.0

F3.5

F4.7

F7.0

CG1.0 CONTROL plus underwater gliders; multiple

horizontal separation distances from 1.08 to 7.08
1 May 2014–31 Oct 2014 CONTROL

CG2.0

CG3.5

CG4.7

CG7.0

CF0.5 CONTROL plus stationary profilers; multiple

horizontal separation distances from 0.58 to 7.08
1 May 2014–31 Oct 2014 CONTROL

CF1.0

CF2.0

CF3.5

CF4.7

CF7.0
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show larger impacts. For the remaining variables, the

OSSE results show equal or larger impacts. With Argo

profile data withheld, assimilation produces little impact

toward improving SSS in both OSEs and OSSEs, an

agreement that holds despite the FM underestimate of

SSS variance. The previous configuration of the OSSE

system tended to overestimate impacts by 10%–15%.

Present results reveal a similar overestimate on average.

This overestimate is sufficiently small to not alter the

fundamental results of analyses presented herein. The

fact that relative OSE and OSSE impacts differ for dif-

ferent model fields (Fig. 2) demonstrates that impacts

must be assessed using multiple model fields to provide

credible assessments.

FIG. 2. Results from OSE–OSSE twin comparison experiments for six model fields from the seven multiyear

experiments listed in the legend at the bottom. Errors were calculated during the height of four hurricane seasons

(15 Jul–15 Oct 2014–17).
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5. Impact of platform type on reducing RMSE

a. Impact on radius of influence

Maps of RMSE over a subdomain containing the

analysis box calculated over 1 July–12 October 2014 are

presented for D1000 and T0–100 from experiment F2.0

(Figs. 3a,c) and from experiment G2.0 (Figs. 3b,d). Given

that impact assessments herein are based on the ability to

reduce bothRMSE and large-scale bias in prestorm ocean

conditions, the time window is terminated on 12 October

becauseHurricaneGonzalo forced a large ocean response

that significantly affected the statistics. When profiles

from stationary platforms are assimilated, large RMSE

reduction is concentrated within a relatively small radius

surrounding each measurement location (Figs. 3a,c). By

contrast, moving gliders extend the radius of influence and

produce more uniform error reduction throughout the

domain (Figs. 3b,d). Glider motion is predominantly

responsible for this improvement, which is illustrated

by running an additional experiment that follows

G2.0, but assimilates only one profile per day (ex-

periment G2.0D; Table 4). Comparing experiments

F2.0, G2.0, and G2.0D, most of the additional RMSE

reduction achieved by assimilating gliders results

from platform motion (Table 5). Assimilating multi-

ple profiles per day produces no additional RMSE

reduction forD1000, and produces only a small additional

reduction for T0–100 (Table 5).

The resulting localization of RMSE reduction

around platform locations is illustrated in Fig. 4.

RMSE reduction from experiments G2.0 and F2.0

are calculated as a function of radial distance from the

location of each stationary platform, or the release point

of each glider, and then averaged over all realizations of

each platform type. RMSE reduction from stationary

platforms is almost entirely confined within ;50 km of

FIG. 3.Maps of RMSEover a subdomain containing the analysis box for experiments (left) F2.0 and (right)G2.0 for

(a),(b) D1000 and (c),(d) T0–100. Statistics are calculated over the time interval 1 Jul–12 Oct 2014.
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measurement points, slightly larger for D1000 than for

T0–100. By contrast, RMSE reduction achieved by gliders

is much more uniform with distance from the release

point (Fig. 4). Although RMSE reduction is smaller in

the vicinity of the release point due to glider motion, it is

larger for D1000 over radial distances from 50 to at least

230 km and is larger for T0–100 over radial distances from

30 to 175km. Although the larger RMSE reduction

produced by gliders at larger radii is modest compared

to the larger RMSE produced by stationary platforms at

small radii, the differences at larger radii dominate

because they represent a larger surface area. This not

only leads to more uniform RMSE reduction, but also

to a larger RMSE reduction throughout the domain,

by moving gliders.

To understand why glider motion produces significant

additional RMSE reduction, the primary factors that

limit the radius of influence of assimilated ocean profiles

are investigated. First, limitations in the DA procedure

reduce the accuracy of analysis increments with in-

creasing distance from platform locations. Second, rapid

error growth away from platform locations occurs due to

nonlinear advection by energetic mesoscale eddies.

b. Influence of DA procedure

To illustrate the influence of limitations in the DA

procedure, the error of T0–100 from experiment F2.0,

defined as the difference FM minus NR, is compared to

the analysis increments realized during the first update

cycle (2 May). Negative error (NRminus FM) is plotted

in Fig. 5a because it illustrates the perfect correction

pattern that would reduce error to zero. The analysis

increment field (Fig. 5d) demonstrates that the analysis

introduces unrealistic mesoscale structure due to the

limited radius of influence of each assimilated profile.

Focusing in more detail on individual sampling loca-

tions, Figs. 5b and 5e show the negative of the error field

and the analysis increment around a single profile lo-

cation. In this case, the increment has the correct sign

everywhere within the localization radius to reduce er-

ror, but the rapid taper to zero reduces the accuracy of

error reduction at larger radii. Figures 5c and 5f show a

more extreme case where the analysis increment is not

always of the same sign as the negative of the error field

due to the presence of smaller-scale error structure.

Profile assimilation actually increases error at some lo-

cations in the vicinity of this profiler. These results also

apply to moving platforms when only one analysis cycle

is considered.

Two properties of theDA procedure contribute to the

limited accuracy and limited radius of influence of the

increments. First, innovations at platform locations are

spread by the background error covariance matrix,

which tends to smooth the structure of the increments

(e.g., Jacobs et al. 2014). Second, the radius of influence

of each profiler is limited by tapering innovations away

from observation locations by the Gaspari and Cohn

(1999) localization radius function. Although increasing

TABLE 5. RMSE and percent reduction in RMSE for D1000 and

T0–100 with respect to the FM for experiment F2.0, G2.0, and an-

other experiment similar to G2.0 but assimilating only one profile

per day.

Field Expt RMSE % reduction

D1000 Unconstrained FM 0.103

F2.0 0.096 6

G2.0 0.072 30

G2.0D 0.072 30

T0–100 Unconstrained FM 0.777

F2.0 0.719 7

G2.0 0.527 32

G2.0D 0.559 28

FIG. 4. RMSE in (top) D1000 and (bottom) T0–100 graphed as a

function of radial distance from measurement points. Solid and

dashed curves are for fixed-location measurements and gliders,

respectively. RMSE values at model grid points surrounding each

measurement location for stationary profilers (each release point

for gliders) are binned according to radial distance from that point,

with bins set to 0–5, 5–15, 15–25, . . . , 225–235 km.MeanRMSEwas

then calculated for each radial bin.
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the chosen radius of 200km will admit more observations

and tend to reduce the granularity of the increments in

Fig. 5d, the inclusion ofmore distant observations that are

poorly correlated with the analysis location will tend to

reduce the accuracy of the resulting analysis. By con-

trast, reducing the radius will decrease the number of

observations, increase the granularity of the increments,

and eventually reduce analysis accuracy. The impact of

this trade-off was tested by running variations of ex-

periment F2.0 using both smaller and larger radii. The

largest reduction in RMSE over the analysis domain was

achieved using the 200-km radius (not shown), verifying

the present choice.

c. Influence of nonlinear advection

The second factor (nonlinear advection) further limits

the radius of influence. This impact is illustrated by

inspecting daily time series of RMSE calculated over the

analysis box (Fig. 1) of T0–100 over the first month (May

2014) from several experiments that assimilated only

gliders or stationary profilers (Fig. 6a). The additional

RMSE reduction produced by moving gliders compared

to fixed platform measurements when both platform

types are deployed at the same horizontal resolution is

evident. For both measurement types, rapid RMSE re-

duction is achieved over the first two daily analysis cy-

cles, with gliders producing only slightly larger reduction

at the same deployment resolution. This initial RMSE

reduction is maintained by the gliders, but values for the

stationary profiler experiments begin to grow after day

four and continue to grow for the next ;17 days when

they are deployed at intermediate (18–28) horizontal

resolution (experiments F1.0 and F2.0). This secondary

error growth is substantially responsible for reducing the

radius of influence in comparison with moving gliders.

To demonstrate that nonlinear processes are primar-

ily responsible for this error growth, the cumulative

correction to the FM resulting from stationary profiler

assimilation (experiment F2.0) is shown after nine daily

analysis cycles (10 May; Fig. 6b). This cumulative cor-

rection contains the increments added during each cycle

plus the model forecast evolution between each cycle.

By this time, horizontal advection within the energetic

mesoscale eddy field has greatly distorted the cumula-

tive correction (cf. Figs. 6b and 4d) so that it is domi-

nated by smaller-scale structure and filaments. The fact

FIG. 5. Maps of negative error in T0–100 within a domain surrounding the analysis box from experiment (a) F2.0 and (b),(c) surrounding

two measurement locations on 2 May just before the first analysis is performed. Increments on the first analysis day (2 May) (d) within a

domain surrounding the analysis box and (e),(f) surrounding twomeasurement locations. The twomeasurement locations are highlighted

in (d).
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that glider movement suppresses this error growth sug-

gests that the ability to cross gradients and map a subset

of the analysis domain substantially counters the impact

of nonlinearity.

The situation is substantially different for D1000.

Correcting the surface pressure field associated with

mesoscale features requires correcting the ocean

density distribution over the full depth range of the

features. Because horizontal advection of the ocean

thermal field weakens with depth, the impact of

nonlinear advection on D1000 is weaker than on the

upper-ocean thermal field. The resulting situation is

illustrated by the RMSE evolution for D1000 during

the first month from several experiments (Fig. 7).

When glider and fixed-location profiles are deployed

at high horizontal resolution (experiments G1.0,

F0.5, and F1.0), rapid RMSE reduction is realized

over the first three days, and this reduction is sub-

stantially maintained at longer times. By contrast,

both stationary profilers and gliders sampling at

lower horizontal resolutions of 2.08 and 3.58 (ex-

periments F2.0, F3.5, G2.0, and G3.5) produce small

error reduction over the first three days. After that

time, this minimal error reduction is maintained by

stationary profilers while gliders produce a slow

decrease in error over the first month. Gliders de-

ployed at intermediate resolution therefore require

an extended period of time to gradually map the

three-dimensional structure of the density field as-

sociated with mesoscale features. Because of this

property, seasonal glider arrays with intermediate

resolution should be deployed at least one month

prior to the start of hurricane season.

6. Quantitative impact assessments

a. RMS error reduction

RMSE values for all experiments assimilating only

gliders and stationary profilers, and for the six model

FIG. 6. (a) Time series of RMS errors in T0–100 over the first month of several experiments in which platforms

were deployed at high and intermediate resolution that assimilated only gliders (solid lines) or stationary profilers

(dashed lines). Colors indicate instrument separation distances of 0.58 (magenta), 1.08 (blue), 2.08 (green), and 3.58
(red). The thick black curve represents the unconstrained FM. Also shown is (b) the cumulative correction (sum of

all increments plus model forecasts) for T0–100 from experiment F2.0 after nine analysis cycles. The arrow points to

the time along the dashed green curve in (a) corresponding to the cumulative correction map.

FIG. 7. Time series of daily RMSE values forD1000 over the first

month from several experiments in which platforms are deployed

at high and intermediate resolution. Colors indicate instrument

separation distances of 0.58 (magenta), 1.08 (blue), 2.08 (green), and
3.58 (red). The thick black curve represents the unconstrained FM.
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fields analyzed, are calculated by averaging daily es-

timates between 1 July and 12 October 2014. The

percentage error reduction with respect to the un-

constrained FM is then calculated and presented in bar

graphs (Fig. 8). In all cases, error reduction for gliders

is larger than for stationary profilers for each horizontal

separation distance. The error reduction for large sepa-

ration distances is minimal for the three upper-ocean

thermal fields (SST, T100, and T0–100) with no detectable

improvement for separation distances $4.78 for both

gliders and stationary profilers (experiments F4.7, F7.0,

G4.7, and G7.0). Modest improvement for these there

fields is detected for gliders at 3.58 separation (experiment

G3.5). Otherwise, gliders need to be separated by 2.08 or
less and stationary profilers need to be separated by

1.08 or less to consistently produce substantial error

reduction. By contrast to the three upper-ocean

thermal fields, RMSE reduction for D1000, H20, and

SSS is generally detectable at separation distances of

3.58 and larger, particularly for SSS, which is generally

inaccurately represented in unconstrained models.

It is also important to assess the additional positive

impacts realized by assimilating moving and stationary

profilers over assimilating components of the global

ocean observing system. The percentage error reduction

with respect to the unconstrained FM is presented in

Fig. 9 for all experiments that add glider and stationary

profiler assimilation to CONTROL. The black bars in all

panels show the percentage RMSE reduction achieved

by assimilating the components of the global ocean ob-

serving system. The color bar extensions then show the

additional improvement achieved by assimilating gliders

and stationary profilers. Again, the error reduction for

gliders is larger than for stationary profilers for each

horizontal separation distance. Only small additional

improvement is achieved in D1000 for both gliders and

stationary profilers, and only when the instruments are

deployed at very high resolution (1.08 or less; experi-

ments CF0.5, CF1.0, and CG1.0). Given the large cor-

rection in mesoscale structure provided by altimeters,

platforms must be deployed at high horizontal resolu-

tion to correct the smaller scales that are not effectively

corrected by altimetry. Modest additional improvement

extends to larger separation distances for H20 and the

three upper-ocean thermal fields.

For SSS, additional RMSE reduction is greater and

extends to larger separation distances. Both gliders and

stationary profilers effectively reduce SSS RMSE be-

cause errors are large in the unconstrained model and

only partly corrected by altimetry and Argo. The Argo

impact is demonstrated by comparing the larger RMSE

reduction from CONTROL in the impact assessment ex-

periments (Table 4; Fig. 9f) to the RMSE reduction from

the OSSE system evaluation CONTROL experiment

(Table 2; OSSE results in Fig. 2f), which is identical

to the previous experiment except that Argo was

withheld.

b. Large-scale bias reduction

Bar graphs of the percentage reduction in bias mag-

nitude jBj are presented for all model fields for experi-

ments that assimilated gliders and stationary profilers

alone (Fig. 10), and that added gliders and stationary

profilers to CONTROL (Fig. 11). It is immediately clear

that bias reduction remains large for all fields even as

instrument separation (both stationary profilers and

gliders) increases to 7.08. For both platform types, the

radius of influence for large-scale bias correction (sev-

eral hundred kilometers) is much larger than for RMSE

correction, with moving gliders having slightly larger

impact. Nonlinear advection limits the radius of influ-

ence for RMSE, but it apparently acts to spread bias

correction achieved near platform locations over much

longer distances.

c. Error reduction in horizontal mesoscale structure

Although RMSE reduction was analyzed to study

impacts on correcting mesoscale variability, it is also

instructive to analyze impacts on correcting hori-

zontal mesoscale structure. Power spectra are calcu-

lated in zonal and meridional wavenumber space

using a maximum entropy method available in the

MATLAB software package (Burg’s algorithm; Burg

1975). Space–time averaging is performed in lieu of

averaging over wavenumber space to increase de-

grees of freedom while preserving the full range of

resolved wavelengths at the highest possible resolu-

tion. For zonal wavenumber, these functions are

computed separately along each meridional grid row

in the analysis box (Fig. 1), averaged over all grid

rows on each day, and finally averaged over time. For

meridional wavenumber, these functions are com-

puted separately along each zonal grid column in the

analysis box, averaged over all grid columns on each

day, and finally averaged over time. Because the model

gridpoint spacing dx5 dy in kilometers decreases as the

cosine of latitude in the Mercator mesh, all spectrum

functions are calculated assuming that both dx and dy

equal the grid spacing at the central latitude of the box.

The resulting distortion in autospectrum and cross-

spectrum functions in wavenumber space is minor and

does not significantly affect analysis results. The resulting

autospectra are resolved over the range of wavelengths

from the Nyquist values of the FM mesh (;15km) to

;1450km. Wavelengths ,80km are excluded from all

spectrum plots because insignificant error reduction
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is achieved over this range. Zonal and meridio-

nal wavenumber spectra are presented for D1000 and

T0–100 for all glider and stationary profiler experi-

ments with horizontal separations of 3.58 or less.
The spectra for experiments assimilating either

gliders or stationary profilers alone are presented in

Fig. 12. The additional correction provided by gliders

over fixed-location measurements is evident at all

separation distances. For stationary profilers, error

reduction in both fields is confined to wavelengths

exceeding the Nyquist, defined as twice the nominal

separation distance among instruments. Over smaller

wavelengths, errors actually increase for both fields,

presumably resulting from the introduction of un-

physical structure by the daily increments (see Fig. 5d).

Not only does glider assimilation further reduce errors

over fixed platformmeasurements, but error reduction

extends to smaller wavelengths due to the ability of

FIG. 8. Percentage reduction in RMSE for six model fields calculated over the time interval 1 Jul–12Oct 2014 for all

experiments that assimilated only gliders or stationary profilers.
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each glider to cross gradients and map mesoscale

structure over its own subregion.

The wavenumber spectra for experiments assimilating

either gliders or stationary profilers added toCONTROL

are presented in Fig. 13. In this case, impacts are mea-

sured as further improvement inmesoscale structure over

CONTROL, which produces error reduction down to

wavelengths of ;150km. Again, improvement is greater

for the gliders compared to fixed-platformmeasurements

for the same horizontal separation. The additional im-

provement is substantially larger forT0–100 than forD1000,

demonstrating the effectiveness of satellite altimetry at

improving the three-dimensional structure of mesoscale

features. However, altimetry is less effective at correcting

the thermal field over the upper 100m of the ocean as-

sociated with these features. The ability of gliders

separated by #2.08 and stationary profilers separated

by #1.08 to provide substantial additional correction

FIG. 9. Percentage reduction in RMSE for six model fields calculated over the time interval 1 Jul–12Oct 2014 for all

experiments that added gliders or stationary profilers to CONTROL.
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to upper-ocean thermal fields is valuable for TC pre-

diction applications.

7. Conclusions and recommendations

A regional ocean OSSE system for the western

North Atlantic was used to quantitatively assess the

impact of seasonally deployed arrays of underwater

gliders on improving ocean forecast model initialization,

with particular attention paid to improving coupled

TC prediction. The latest updates to the OSSE sys-

tem configuration were described and evaluated. The

advantages of assimilating profiles collected from

moving platform arrays, such as underwater gliders,

over profiles collected from arrays of stationary plat-

forms based on RMSE and bias reduction were dem-

onstrated. For stationary platforms, significant RMSE

reduction is primarily confined to within ;50km of

FIG. 10. Percentage reduction in bias magnitude jBj for six model fields calculated over the time interval 1 Jul–12

Oct 2014 for all experiments that assimilated only gliders or stationary profilers.
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measurement locations, with this radius being slightly larger

for theupper-oceanpressure field representedbyD1000 than

for the upper-ocean thermal field represented by T0–100.

Stationary platforms must therefore be deployed at high

horizontal resolution (#18) to provide significant correction
of ocean mesoscale structure. This is particularly true when

these ocean profiles are assimilated in addition to the ex-

isting global ocean observing system, including altimetry,

which already substantially corrects mesoscale structure.

Compared to stationary platforms, arrays of moving

gliders are more effective at reducing RMSE in model

fields. Modest error reduction in mesoscale variability

due to gliders is achieved with nominal spacing of 3.58
while substantially larger error reduction is achieved at

2.08 separation, the latter approaching the reduction

achieved by stationary platforms with nominal spacing

of 1.08. Wavenumber spectrum analysis demonstrates

that error reduction in horizontal mesoscale structure

FIG. 11. Percentage reduction in jBj for six model fields calculated over the time interval 1 Jul–12 Oct 2014 for all

experiments that added gliders or stationary profilers to CONTROL.
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achieved by assimilating moving gliders extends to

smaller wavelengths compared to assimilating profiles

from stationary platforms. These differences have a large

impact on the number of platforms required to achieve a

predetermined level of error reduction within a pre-

defined ocean region. For example, a 68 3 68 ocean region
can be sampled by around 9 gliders to achieve nominal 28
separation. Based on present analysis results, at least 20

stationary profilers need to be deployed in that same re-

gion to achieve equal or greater error reduction. Piloted

gliders therefore have a significant advantage for reducing

mesoscale error.

The situation is different for the correction of large-

scale bias in initial ocean fields. Both platform types can

be deployed at much coarser resolution, separated by up

to several hundred kilometers, and still significantly re-

duce large-scale bias, with moving gliders being mod-

estly more effective. If bias reduction is the only goal, a

small number of platforms, stationary or moving, can be

deployed over a very large ocean area. However, accu-

rate SST forecasts by coupled TC prediction models still

require accurate initialization of mesoscale structure.

Even with the advantages documented herein, it will

be difficult to rely on gliders alone to improve TC

prediction over large ocean regions due to the large

numbers that will be required. An optimum strategy

will likely involve the strategic deployment of gliders

supplemented by rapid-response ocean measurement

programs involving prestorm airborne ocean profiler

surveys and prestorm deployments of in situ ocean

profiling floats as needed. Future OSSEs will need to

be performed to design and evaluate such measure-

ment strategies.

The high-resolution, three-dimensional represen-

tation of the truth provided by the OSSE system NR,

are exploited to investigate important factors that

limit RMSE reduction and affect impact assessments

documented herein. Each daily update cycle tends to

introduce unphysical eddy structure due to smooth-

ing properties of the background error covariance

matrix, and also due to the tapering of analysis incre-

ments to zero within a radius of 200 km by the Gaspari

and Cohn (1999) localization function. Furthermore,

rapid error growth occurs due to nonlinear advection in

this eddy-rich region, particularly for near-surface ther-

modynamical fields. When ocean profiles collected at

fixed locations are assimilated, these factors collectively

limit the radius surrounding each profiler location where

FIG. 12. Wavenumber spectrum error analysis for (left) D1000 and (right) T0–100 from experiments in which

platforms were deployed at high andmedium resolution that quantitatively assess the impact of assimilating gliders

and stationary profilers alone; (top) zonal and (bottom) meridional spectra are shown.
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RMSE reduction is achieved. By contrast, the ability

of moving gliders to cross gradients and map meso-

scale structure in their vicinity substantially reduces

nonlinear error growth, allowing an array of gliders to

produce a more-uniform RMSE reduction over the

deployment region.

When ocean profile assimilation is initiated, RMSE in

upper-ocean thermal fields rapidly decreases over the

first three days for both stationary and moving plat-

forms. For stationary platforms, RMSE in upper-ocean

thermal fields then increases over the next 2–3 weeks as

advection distorts the correction field, which significantly

reduces the steady-state RMSE reduction achieved after

the error growth. By contrast, thisRMSEgrowth does not

occur when profiles from moving gliders are assimilated.

Apparently, the mapping capability of individual moving

gliders over the subregion that they sample more effec-

tively reduces errors in the representation of mesoscale

ocean features.

Nonlinear advection has a more limited effect on the

correction of the three-dimensional pressure field as-

sociated with mesoscale features. This pressure dis-

tribution depends on the density distribution over the

full depth range of these features [O(1000) m] while

horizontal advection of temperature and salinity is

primarily confined to the surface mixed layer and

seasonal thermocline [O(100) m]. When ocean profile

assimilation is initiated, RMSE rapidly decreases over

the first three days for both stationary and moving

platforms as observed for thermal fields. Continued

assimilation of profiles from stationary platforms

maintains this reduced RMSE. However, continued

assimilation of profiles from moving gliders produces a

further steady decrease in RMSE over the next month

when deployed at intermediate horizontal resolution

(between 2.08 and 3.58). The mapping ability of each

moving glider slowly improves the representation of the

three-dimensional pressure field associated with meso-

scale features. Consequently, glider arrays deployed at

intermediate separation distances need to be deployed

at least one month prior to the start of hurricane season

for maximum impact. This ability to quantify the influ-

ence of nonlinear advection on observing-system im-

pacts is a significant advantage of OSSE systems over

linearized procedures such as adjoint methods.

Limitations to these results must be considered.

Results are strictly valid only for the western North

Atlantic region that was studied. Other regions with

FIG. 13. Wavenumber spectrum error analysis for (left) D1000 and (right) T0–100 from experiments in which

platforms were deployed at high or intermediate resolution that quantitatively assess the impact of adding gliders

and stationary profilers to CONTROL; (top) zonal and (bottom) meridional spectra are shown.
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different levels of mesoscale variability will produce

different quantitative results. More importantly, OSSE

results depend on the properties of the OSSE system, in

particular the DAmethodology used. The present study

must therefore be considered as an initial documenta-

tion of the expected improvements that will result from

assimilating profiles from moving versus stationary plat-

forms deployed at different horizontal resolutions. The

impact of nonlinear advection documented herein will

affect the accuracy of ocean analyses produced by other

ocean prediction systems that use different DA method-

ology. All DA systems enforce some form of localization

that limits the effective radius of influence of each indi-

vidual observation. It is possible that more advanced DA

methods such as 3DVAR and 4DVAR will produce

larger error and bias reduction.Analyses presented herein

should be repeated in different ocean regions using dif-

ferent DA systems, including those used by operational

centers, to document the robustness of these results.
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